
 
 
 

College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Science 

School of Environment and Natural Resources 

SYLLABUS 
Rural Sociology 3320: Amish Society 

COURSE OVERVIEW 

Instructor 

Instructor: Joseph F. Donnermeyer 

Email address: donnermeyer.1@osu.edu (alternative: donnermeyer.1@gmail.com) 

Phone number: 614 292 9167 (office); 614 582-4710 (cell) 

Office hours: by appointment, contact by email to arrange 

Course description 

This course is an introduction to Amish society and culture. The Amish are a small, religious-

based and rural-located sect whose origins harken back to the early years of the Protestant 

Reformation in Europe, but whose contemporary cultural practices and social organization 

were established over their nearly 300-year presence in North America. The Amish prefer to 

live a more religious lifestyle, based on their interpretation of the Bible (especially the New 

Testament), that says to some degree they must be separate from the more “secular” or 

“worldly” society surrounding them. Students will learn about the physical, religious and cultural 

symbols and behaviors that differentiate the Amish from mainstream North American society. 

Students will examine recent changes in the economic base and social organization of the 

Amish and the impact of these changes on their culture and their religion. Finally, students will 

critically compare and analyze the Amish sectarian lifestyle with mainstream ways of living, 

constructing lessons for living for themselves in 21st century North America. 

Course learning outcomes 

By the end of this course, students should successfully be able to: 

1. describe the origins and development of the religious beliefs and cultural practices of 
the Amish; 

2. describe the cultural, economic, geographic, and social basis of the Amish as a sect or 
religious subculture; 

mailto:donnermeyer.1@osu.edu
mailto:donnermeyer.1@gmail.com
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3. differentiate between various orders or fellowships of Amish using examples; 
4. examine changes in Amish society, both short and long-term, and to predict possible 

new changes in Amish society in this 21st century; 
5. appraise the ways in which the Amish attempt to sustain their way of life, and to both 

resist and accommodate certain influences from mainstream North American society 
(i.e., boundary maintenance or border work); and 

6. appraise the ways in which some features of Amish society are relevant for enhancing 
contemporary life in mainstream society 

COURSE MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGIES 

Textbook and assigned readings 

The primary textbook for this course is An Amish Paradox: Diversity and Change in the World’s 
Largest Amish Community, Charles E. Hurst and David L. McConnell (Baltimore, The Johns 
Hopkins University Press 2010). This book is available as an electronic book through the Ohio 
State Library (https://library.ohio-state.edu/record=b7546721~S7) Each chapter can be 
downloaded as a pdf file. 

Assigned supplemental readings include chapters from several other texts about the Amish: 

• The Amish Struggle with Modernity by Donald B. Kraybill (University of New England 
Press, 1994) is also available as an electronic book: https://library.ohio-
state.edu/record=b5430227~S7 The assigned chapter(s) will be available within 
Carmen. 

• The Amish and the State, edited by Donald Kraybill (Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2004, 2nd edition) https://library.ohio-
state.edu/record=b1660971~S7 Assigned chapters from these works will be posted 
as pdf files within Carmen. 

• Amish Society by John Hostetler (Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1993, 3rd edition).  https://library.ohio-state.edu/record=b1944011~S7 Assigned 
chapters from these works will be posted as pdf files within Carmen. 

• Other assigned readings will come from articles in peer-reviewed journals, including 
the Journal of Amish and Plain Anabaptists Studies and the Journal of Rural 
Studies.  Both are accessible through the Ohio State Library. These assigned 
readings will be posted as pdf files within Carmen. 

Course technology 

For help with your password, university e-mail, Carmen, or any other technology issues, 

questions, or requests, contact the OSU IT Service Desk. Standard support hours are 

available at https://ocio.osu.edu/help/hours, and support for urgent issues is available 24x7. 

https://library.ohio-state.edu/record=b7546721~S7
https://library.ohio-state.edu/record=b5430227~S7
https://library.ohio-state.edu/record=b5430227~S7
https://library.ohio-state.edu/record=b1660971~S7
https://library.ohio-state.edu/record=b1660971~S7
https://library.ohio-state.edu/record=b1944011~S7
https://ocio.osu.edu/help/hours
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• Self-Service and Chat support: http://ocio.osu.edu/selfservice 

• Phone: 614-688-HELP (4357) 

• Email: 8help@osu.edu 

• TDD: 614-688-8743 

BASELINE TECHNICAL SKILLS FOR ONLINE COURSES 

• Basic computer and web-browsing skills 

• Navigating Carmen 

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT 

• Computer: current Mac (OS X) or PC (Windows 7+) with high-speed internet connection 

• Webcam: built-in or external webcam, fully installed and tested 

• Microphone: built-in laptop or tablet mic or external microphone 

REQUIRED SOFTWARE 

• Microsoft Office 365: All Ohio State students are now eligible for free Microsoft Office 
365 ProPlus through Microsoft’s Student Advantage program. Full instructions for 
downloading and installation can be found https://ocio.osu.edu/kb04733. 

GRADING AND FACULTY RESPONSE 

How your grade is calculated  

See course schedule, below, for due dates. 

 

ASSIGNMENT CATEGORY POINTS 

Mini Discussions (2) 10 

Bi-weekly Discussions (6) 48 

Bi-weekly Quizzes (6) 24 

Final 18 

Total 100 

http://ocio.osu.edu/selfservice
mailto:8help@osu.edu
https://ocio.osu.edu/blog/community/2015/08/18/free-microsoft-office-for-ohio-state-students
https://ocio.osu.edu/kb04733
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Discussions 

You will complete a total of two mini-discussions and six bi-weekly discussions. The Mini 

Discussions are worth 5 points each. The first mini-discussion will serve as an introduction of 

yourself and of your prior knowledge about the Amish. The second mini discussion will serve 

as a wrap-up to the course, along with the final exam (to be discussed below). You response 

should be in the range of 250-750 words. Both mini discussions will be open during the week 

they are assigned (see course schedule below). 

There are six Bi-Weekly Discussions, with each worth 8 points. Each bi-weekly discussion 

will be based on a question that focuses on the course lectures and assigned reading 

materials from the previous two weeks. Each discussion will be open during the week it is 

assigned. Initial responses should be in the range of 500-1,000 words. 

Discussion questions are designed to enhance your understanding of key concepts and facts 

associated with Amish society and culture by having you reflect on and connect with various 

topics presented in the lectures. If you can write about it, you likely understand it! Each 

discussion submission should be written in your own words. Keep in mind that the word length 

as specified above is a “rough” guideline – it is the quality and thoughtfulness of your 

discussion that really counts.  

RUBRICS: Mini-Discussions:  The assigned grade for the first week mini-discussion will be 

based on two characteristics: (1) your ability to connect (3.0 points) your life and background 

with your images about the Amish, both prior to enrolling in this class and what you learned 

during the first week; plus, the thoughtfulness (2.0 points) of your answer (see description of 

thoughtfulness under Bi-Weekly Discussions). The assigned grade for the week 14 mini-

discussion will be based on your ability to explain lessons for living (3.0 points) that you 

want to carry forward from this course; plus, the thoughtfulness (2.0 points) of your answer 

(see description of thoughtfulness under Bi-Weekly Discussions). 

RUBRICS: Assigned grades for your Bi-weekly Discussion posts will be based on four 

characteristics: (1) accuracy (2.0 points) – your discussion post demonstrates your 

knowledge about the Amish, based on the content of lectures from the previous two weeks; (2) 

synthesis (2.0 points)  – your discussion post demonstrates an ability to link (i.e., synthesize) 

specific content from the lectures of the previous two weeks; (3) connectedness (2.0 points) 

– your discussion post shows how a topic from the previous two weeks of lectures relates to 

the content, concepts and examples from previous weeks’ lectures in the course; (4) 

thoughtfulness (2.0 points) – First, your discussion post exemplifies thoughtfulness, 
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originality, and critical thinking, that is, it is not merely a mimicking of the words in the lecture 

slides, but rather is connecting the topic to the course content and/or examples outside of 

class. Further, your discussion post shows you have invested some time and effort in your 

answer. It addresses the question fully. It is not replete with typographical errors, misspellings, 

or poor sentence structure. A good idea is to write the post in Word with spelling and grammar 

checker on, and then copy over for the purposes of posting on Carmen.  

Quizzes and Exams 

Bi-weekly quizzes and the final exam will be open on Carmen for approximately 24 hours 

and you can take the exam anytime during these 24 hours. You will be given 2 minutes per 

question on all quizzes and exams. If you fail to take the exam on Carmen during its availability 

you will earn a grade of 0%. You will NOT come to a classroom to take the exam. Rather, you 

take the exam from a location of your choosing that has Internet connection (e.g., dorm room, 

library). Each student must complete the exam on her or his own. You are NOT permitted to 

receive assistance from anyone else during the exam. You are NOT permitted to take any of 

the exams as part of a group.  

Bi-weekly Quizzes 

Six quizzes are scheduled for weeks in-between the discussion posts. Each quiz is worth 4 

points. The number of questions may vary, but will always be in multiples of four, such as 8, 

12, 16 etc. questions. The quiz questions will be based on assigned readings and lectures 

from the previous two weeks. Questions types may include but are not limited to multiple-

choice, True/False, Fill- In-The-Blank, and/or Ordering. Questions will come from material 

presented in the lectures. Additional material will be drawn from the assigned readings and 

videos. 

Final Exam 

The final exam is comprehensive and is worth 18 points. The final exam questions will be 

based on assigned readings and lectures. Questions types may include but are not limited to 

multiple-choice, True/False, Fill- In-The-Blank, and/or Ordering. Questions will come from 

material presented in the lectures. Additional material will be drawn from the assigned readings 

and videos. 
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Late assignments 

Late submissions will not be accepted. Please refer to Carmen for due dates. If you have 

unique circumstances that may cause you to miss an assignment, please contact me as soon 

as possible. 

Note that having reliable computer and internet access is a requirement of this online course. 

(see above) As such, I cannot accept issues with internet and computers as an excuse for 

missing an assignment deadline. If you do not access to reliable internet, please try to submit 

your assignment well ahead of the due date to ensure that you do not miss the deadline. 

Grading scale 

93–100: A  

90–92.9: A-  

87–89.9: B+ 

83–86.9: B 

80–82.9: B-  

77–79.9: C+  

73–76.9: C 

70 –72.9: C-  

67 –69.9: D+  

60 –66.9: D 

Below 60: E 

Faculty feedback and response time 

I am providing the following list to give you an idea of my intended availability throughout the 

course. (Remember that you can call 614-688-HELP at any time if you have a technical 

problem.) 

• Grading and feedback: For large weekly assignments, you can generally expect 

feedback within 7 days. 

• E-mail: I will reply to e-mails within 24 hours on school days. 

• Discussion board: I will check and reply to messages in the discussion boards 

every 24 hours on school days. 

PARTICIPATION AND ATTENDANCE 

Student participation requirements 

Because this is a distance-education course, your attendance is based on your online activity 

and participation. The following is a summary of everyone's expected participation: 

• Logging in: AT LEAST ONCE PER WEEK AND MORE 
Be sure you are logging in to the course in Carmen each week, including weeks with 
holidays or weeks with minimal online course activity. The best way to achieve a 
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positive learning experience from an online course is to stay up early in the week with 
the lecture (watch and listen) so that you can respond to the discussions and perform 
well on the quizzes and exams. (During most weeks you will probably log in many 
times.) If you have a situation that might cause you to miss an entire week of class, 
discuss it with me as soon as possible. 

• Participating in discussion forums: 2+ TIMES PER WEEK 
As participation, each week you can expect to post at least twice as part of our 
substantive class discussion on the week's topics. 

Discussion and communication guidelines 

The following are my expectations for how we should communicate as a class. Above all, 

please remember to be respectful and thoughtful. 

• Writing style: While there is no need to participate in class discussions as if you were 
writing a research paper, you should remember to write using good grammar, spelling, 
and punctuation. A more conversational tone is fine for non-academic topics. 

• Tone and civility: Let's maintain a supportive learning community where everyone feels 
safe and where people can disagree amicably. Remember that sarcasm doesn't always 
come across online. 

• Citing your sources: When we have academic discussions, please cite your sources 
to back up what you say. (For the textbook or other course materials, list at least the title 
and page numbers. For online sources, include a link.) BE WARY of most web sources 
about the Amish. The vast majority are as inaccurate as that panoply of Amish reality 
shows which infect our airwaves. None are appropriate sources for this course. Here is 
a short list of reliable web sources: the Young Center for Anabaptist and Pietistic 
Studies at Elizabethtown College (https://www.etown.edu/centers/young-center/); the 
Journal of Amish and Plain Anabaptist Studies (OSU libraries Knowledge Bank: 
https://kb.osu.edu/dspace/); Amish America (http://amishamerica.com); and Mennonite 
Quarterly Review (go to OSU libraries journals on-line to find pdfs of issues, but there is 
a 1,095 day embargo before published articles are provided in pdf format). If you have a 
question about this, please consult with me. 

• Backing up your work: Consider composing your academic posts in a word processor, 
where you can save your work, and then copying into the Carmen discussion.  

 

 

 

https://www.etown.edu/centers/young-center/)
http://amishamerica.com)/
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OTHER COURSE POLICIES 

Academic integrity policy 

POLICIES FOR THIS ONLINE COURSE 

• Quizzes and exams: You must complete the quizzes and exams yourself, without any 
external help or communication. 

• Written assignments: Your written assignments, including discussion posts, should be 
your own original work. Be sure to cite your sources, both in your narrative and with a 
list of references at the end. In the narrative, you can simply mention the author’s name 
and year of publication.  For example, “In an article published in the Journal of Amish 
and Plain Anabaptist Studies, Donnermeyer (2015) estimated the doubling time of the 
Amish population at 20.5 years.” OR, “The Amish population is estimated to double 
every 20.5 years (Donnermeyer, 2015).”  Then, in the references, spell out the name of 
the author, year, title of the publication, and the title of the journal if it came from a 
journal, plus volume and page numbers. I encourage you to refer to the Journal of 
Amish and Plain Anabaptist Studies (OSU Knowledge Bank: https://kb.osu.edu/dspace/) 
for examples at the end of articles for proper citation format. 

• Reusing past work: In general, you are prohibited in university courses from turning in 
work from a past class to your current class, even if you modify it. If you want to build on 
past research or revisit a topic you've explored in previous courses, please discuss the 
situation with me. 

• Falsifying research or results: All research you will conduct in this course is intended 
to be a learning experience; you should never feel tempted to make your results or your 
library research look more successful than it was.  

• Collaboration and informal peer-review: The course includes many opportunities for 
formal collaboration with your classmates. While study groups and peer-review of major 
written projects is encouraged, remember that comparing answers on a quiz or 
assignment is not permitted. If you're unsure about a particular situation, please feel 
free to ask ahead of time. 

OHIO STATE’S ACADEMIC INTEGRITY POLICY 

Academic integrity is essential to maintaining an environment that fosters excellence in 

teaching, research, and other educational and scholarly activities. Thus, The Ohio State 

University and the Committee on Academic Misconduct (COAM) expect that all students have 

read and understand the University’s Code of Student Conduct, and that all students will 

complete all academic and scholarly assignments with fairness and honesty. Students must 

recognize that failure to follow the rules and guidelines established in the University’s Code of 

Student Conduct and this syllabus may constitute “Academic Misconduct.” 
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The Ohio State University’s Code of Student Conduct (Section 3335-23-04) defines academic 

misconduct as: “Any activity that tends to compromise the academic integrity of the University, 

or subvert the educational process.” Examples of academic misconduct include (but are not 

limited to) plagiarism, collusion (unauthorized collaboration), copying the work of another 

student, and possession of unauthorized materials during an examination. Ignorance of the 

University’s Code of Student Conduct is never considered an “excuse” for academic 

misconduct, so I recommend that you review the Code of Student Conduct and, specifically, 

the sections dealing with academic misconduct. 

If I suspect that a student has committed academic misconduct in this course, I am 

obligated by University Rules to report my suspicions to the Committee on Academic 

Misconduct. If COAM determines that you have violated the University’s Code of Student 

Conduct (i.e., committed academic misconduct), the sanctions for the misconduct could 

include a failing grade in this course and suspension or dismissal from the University. 

If you have any questions about the above policy or what constitutes academic misconduct in 

this course, please contact me. 

Other sources of information on academic misconduct (integrity) to which you can refer 

include: 

• The Committee on Academic Misconduct web pages (COAM Home) 

• Ten Suggestions for Preserving Academic Integrity (Ten Suggestions) 

• Eight Cardinal Rules of Academic Integrity (www.northwestern.edu/uacc/8cards.htm) 

Copyright disclaimer 

The materials used in connection with this course may be subject to copyright protection and 

are only for the use of students officially enrolled in the course for the educational purposes 

associated with the course. Copyright law must be considered before copying, retaining, or 

disseminating materials outside of the course. 

Statement on title IX 

Title IX makes it clear that violence and harassment based on sex and gender are Civil Rights 

offenses subject to the same kinds of accountability and the same kinds of support applied to 

offenses against other protected categories (e.g., race). If you or someone you know has been 

sexually harassed or assaulted, you may find the appropriate resources at http://titleix.osu.edu 

or by contacting the Ohio State Title IX Coordinator, Kellie Brennan, at titleix@osu.edu 

 

http://oaa.osu.edu/coam.html
http://oaa.osu.edu/coamtensuggestions.html
http://www.northwestern.edu/uacc/8cards.html
http://titleix.osu.edu/
mailto:titleix@osu.edu
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Your mental health 

A recent American College Health Survey found stress, sleep problems, anxiety, depression, 

interpersonal concerns, death of a significant other and alcohol use among the top ten health 

impediments to academic performance. Students experiencing personal problems or 

situational crises during the semester are encouraged to contact the College of Pharmacy 

Office of Student Services in room 150 Parks Hall (614-292-5001) OR OSU Counseling and 

Consultation Services (614-292-5766) for assistance, support and advocacy. This service is 

free and confidential. 

ACCESSIBILITY ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES 

Requesting accommodations 

The University strives to make all learning experiences as accessible 
as possible. If you anticipate or experience academic barriers based 
on your disability (including mental health, chronic or temporary 
medical conditions), please let me know immediately so that we can 
privately discuss options. To establish reasonable accommodations, I 
may request that you register with Student Life Disability Services. 
After registration, make arrangements with me as soon as possible to 
discuss your accommodations so that they may be implemented in a 
timely fashion. SLDS contact information: slds@osu.edu; 614-292-
3307; slds.osu.edu; 098 Baker Hall, 113 W. 12th Avenue. 

Accessibility of course technology 

This online course requires use of Carmen (Ohio State's learning management system) and 

other online communication and multimedia tools. If you need additional services to use these 

technologies, please request accommodations with your instructor.  

• Carmen (Canvas) accessibility 

• Streaming audio and video 

• Synchronous course tools 

  

mailto:slds@osu.edu
https://slds.osu.edu/
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-2061
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-2061
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COURSE SCHEDULE 

Week Dates Topics, Readings, Assignments, Deadlines 

1 1/6 - 1/10 

Topic: Introduction to the Amish 

Learning objective: review sociological concepts necessary for this course, 
and describe key characteristics of Amish society and culture 

Read: Hurst and McConnell, Chapter 1 (“Discovering the Holmes County 
Amish”); and Joseph Donnermeyer – “Sociological Concepts You Need to 
Know for this Course. 

Assignment: Discussion (mini) due Friday 

2 1/13 - 1/17 

Topic:  The Amish in Europe 

Learning objective: describe their European roots, from the Protestant 
Reformation to their immigration to North America 

Read: John Hostetler, Amish Society, Chapter 2 (“The Birth of Amish 
Society”) 

Assignment: Quiz #1 due Friday 

3 

1/21 – 1/24  

(1/20 – Martin 
Luther King Day) 

Topic: The Amish in North America 

Learning objective: describe development in North America through the 
18th, 19th, 20th, and 21th centuries 

Read: John Hostetler, Amish Society, Chapter 3 (“To America”) 

Assignment: Discussion #1 due Friday 

4 1/27 -1/31 

Topic: The Amish Church 

Learning objectives: to describe and analyze the biblical basis of Amish 
practices, key features of church organization and differences among Amish 
fellowships 

Read: Hurst and McConnell, Chapter 2 (“The Origins of Religious Diversity”) 
and Chapter 3 (“Coping with Church Schism”) 

Assignment: Quiz #2 due Friday 

5 2/3 – 2/7  

Topic: The Amish Community 

Learning objectives: to review and analyze the sociological functions of 
community and how they apply to the sustainability of Amish society and 
culture  

Read: No assigned readings 

Assignment: Discussion #2 due Friday 
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Week Dates Topics, Readings, Assignments, Deadlines 

6 2/10- 2/14 

Topic: The Economic Basis of Amish Society 

Learning objective: to describe and examine the agrarian origins and 
contemporary agricultural practices of the Amish, and the transition to non-
agricultural occupations 

Read: Hurst and McConnell, Chapter 6 (“Work Within and Outside 
Tradition”) 

Assignment: Quiz #3 due Friday 

7 2/17 – 2/21 

Topic: Socialization and the Family 

Learning objective: to examine the role of socialization in an Amish 
community, primarily through the Amish family, and of differences between 
Amish families and mainstream North American families 

Read: Hurst and McConnell, Chapter 4 (“Continuity and Change in Family 
Life”) 

Assignment: Discussion #3 due Friday 

8 2/24 – 2/28 

Topic: Socialization, Schools, and Peers 

Learning objectives: to examine the role of socialization in an Amish 
community, primarily through schools and peers 

Read: Hurst and McConnell, Chapter 5 (“The Changing Landscape of 
Learning”) 

Assignment: Quiz #4 due Friday 

9 3/2– 3/6 

Topic: Social Control, Social Participation and Mutual Support 

Learning objectives: to examine shunning and other forms of social control, 
social participation and mutual support in Amish communities and their 
social networks 

Read: No assigned readings 

Assignment: Discussion #4 due Friday 

 3/9 – 3/13 Spring Break! 

10 3/16 – 3/20 

Topic: Maintaining Boundaries: The Amish and the Outside 

Learning objective: to examine the links between the Amish and mainstream 
North American society 

Read: Donald Kraybill, The Amish Struggle with Modernity, Chapter 2 (“The 
Amish Encounter with Modernity”) AND Patton Yoder, The Amish and the 
State, Chapter 2, (“The Amish View of the State”) 

Assignment: Quiz #5 due Friday 
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Week Dates Topics, Readings, Assignments, Deadlines 

11 3/23 – 3/27 

Topic: Health, Safety and Security in Amish Society 

Learning objective: to examine and analyze the Amish approach to health 
and health care, and the safety (accidents) and security (crime) of Amish in 
the 21st century 

Read: Hurst and McConnell, Chapter 7 (“Health Along the Life Cycle”)  

Assignment: Discussion #5 due Friday 

12 3/30 – 4/3 

Topic: Other Plain Anabaptist Groups 

Learning objective: to examine the similarities and differences across a wide 
range of Anabaptist and Plain Groups, including the Hutterites and 
conservative Mennonites 

Read: Cory Anderson and Joseph Donnermeyer, “Who Are the Plain 
Anabaptist? What are the Plain Anabaptist”, Journal of Amish and Plain 
Anabaptist Studies, 1(1): 26-71. 

Assignment: Quiz #6 due Friday 

13 4/6 – 4/10 

Topic: Sources of Change and Sources of Sustainability 

Learning objective: to analyze both internal and external sources of change 
and sustainability of the Amish as a religious subculture in 21st century North 
American society 

Read: No assigned readings 

Read: Discussion #6 due Friday 

14 4/13 – 4/17 

Topic: The Future – Big Ideas, Amish Lessons for Us and Our Lessons for 
Them 

Learning objective: to analyze dimensions of Amish society and culture 
pertinent to North American society in the 21st century, and to critically 
apprise aspect of Amish society from a mainstream North American point of 
view 

Read: Hurst and McConnell, Chapter 8 (“Stepping Back and Looking 
Forward”) 

Assignment: Discussion (mini) due on Friday 

Comprehensive Final Exam : 4/27 
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